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Subscription lines are becoming more prevalent in the private debt industry

Private markets funds using subscription lines (%)The majority of private funds now use subscription 

line credit facilities, with significant growth in 

adoption over the past decade

The biggest driver of the fund finance market 

is the volume of private capital under 

management. Fundraising dipped slightly in 

Q2 2020 but picked up in Q3 and Q4. Nearly 

70 percent of the capital raised last year 

went into billion-dollar-plus funds, with most 

demand for leverage. We are unlikely to see 

any slowdown in issuance

Ryan Crowell

Source: Preqin
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The pandemic accelerated GP appetite for credit facilities

Private markets funds using subscription lines by asset class (%)Data show the acceleration of adoption of 

subscription credit facilities in all asset classes, 

with 25% of private debt funds from pre-2010 

vintages using sublines, compared with 44% since

With all the uncertainty created by the 

pandemic, folks have realised that these 

facilities allow them to fund deals with 

certainty, faster than they have in the past. 

Speed of execution is so important, so GPs 

need to move quickly once they’ve done 

their diligence

Yuriy Shterk Source: Preqin
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LPs are becoming more comfortable with their GPs' use of subscription lines

How do you expect GPs to use subscription lines of credit in the next 12 months 
compared with the previous 12? 

PDI data show 51% of LPs expect GP usage of 

subscription lines to increase, with only 8% 

expecting it to drop. The majority (58%) are not 

concerned by the extent GPs use sub lines to fund 

portfolio investments

For managers, one of the biggest obstacles to 

sub line usage is LP scepticism. Through the 

pandemic, sub lines proved their value as a 

cash management tool, but investors worry 

they are being used to juice returns or increase 

IRR. That means they are asking more from 

their GPs in terms of reporting and visibility

Ryan Crowell Source: PDI's LP Perspectives 2021 Study
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Are you concerned with the extent to which your GPs are using credit lines to fund 
portfolio investments?



Direct Lending 61%
Mezzanine 26%

Special Situations & Distres
Other 5%

The supply side is also booming, as new lenders enter the market

Subscription line usage in the private debt industry*Subscription lines are being used across private 

debt markets, and are particularly popular with 

funds pursuing direct lending and mezzanine 

strategies. Banks generally like this collateral, and 

see a growing opportunity in providing leverage 

to non-bank lenders

With multiple players and more borrowers 

and lenders coming in, you have different 

formats, technologies and standards, which 

introduces the challenge of keeping track of 

commingled exposures

Yuriy Shterk

Source: Preqin

Direct lending 40%

Mezzanine 20%
Special Situations 17%

Distressed Debt 12%
Other 10%

*Figures have been rounded

% of funds using sub lines Private debt market mix (benchmark)



The challenges ahead

As adoption of private fund facilities 

increases, expect LPs to pay attention. 

Sophisticated investors are already focused 

on the use of leverage during the due 

diligence process, and there is pressure to 

improve transparency across the industry. 

Managers with built-in controls and strong 

reporting output will be best positioned to 

stay ahead of the curve

Ryan Crowell, product manager – private debt

There has long been a very distinct set 

of participants in this market, in terms 

of lenders, borrowers and collateral 

holders. All of them have had to work 

together for deals to go forward, and 

it will be interesting to see how those 

interactions evolve as the market 

gathers pace and complexity

Yuriy Shterk, chief product officer
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